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About This Game

There is an unusual cabin deep in the woods. It had served as a laboratory and a dwelling for three generations of Lodgers.

But as of late the latest Lodger has been noticing weird changes in familiar surroundings; things are missing, noises and rattle
heard. Something odd is coming out of the woods. Come night, it seems like someone's made himself at home in the twilight of

rooms, attics, and cellars.

You need to stay awake and sane till dawn.

The Lodger is wandering the rooms, evading the unknown, counting minutes till morning. But it's only in the night that he can
solve the main puzzle and find the answers. What's going on? Are the Guests real, or are they just figments of his insomniac
imagination? What'd happened to the forest? What's happening to the cabin? Is there a line between reality and imagination?

Gameplay details

Hide! Play hide-and-seek with denizens of your nightmares.

Don't look now! The goal of each night is to reach dawn while still sane.

Fill in the gaps. The house aids the Lodger. You only have to fix it up and keep it in order.
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Seek. The Lodger has lost something very important. The reason for what is happening is somewhere inside. Everything
that is happening can be explained, you only need to find the key and bring it to light.

Wait. In this game you need to watch and listen carefully. Inspect and scrutinize. You only have to last until the sunrise.

Follow the rules of the game! Of course you must first understand the game being played with you.
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Title: Knock-knock
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Ice-Pick Lodge
Publisher:
Ice-Pick Lodge
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.5 or later

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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I've tried playing this in both demo and full mode. I'm an Oculus user btw, so maybe that makes a difference. I can't get the
controls to work reliably, really just not at all. The first thing I noticed is that once you get a new table it doesn't drop to the
floor and cannot be adjusted. The only option I found was "clear the room". It looked like people were doing well with it on
YouTube so I took a chance and got the full version. At that point I started having problems with my touch controllers being
intermittent then freezing completely. I can't recommend this game for Oculus users.. Tsudoishi hoshi ga hitotsu ni naru toki,
aratana kizuna ga mirai wo terasu! Hikari sasu michi tonare! Rimitto \u014cb\u0101 Akuseru Shinkuro! Shinka no hikari,
Sh\u016btingu Ku\u0113s\u0101 Doragon!!!. PROS:
+ Fairly nice 2D artwork, reminiscent of the Amiga versions of Cinemaware titles from the 1980s and 1990s.
+ Simple interface and controls.
+ Extremely inexpensive.
+ Could be run on any system.

CONS:
- No options menu. There's a sound icon (in the shape of a trumpet) in the lower right-hand corner, but that only gives you the
choice to turn on or off ALL sound.
- Can't save your game. There are no manual saves, quicksaves, autosaves, checkpoint saves or save points. If you need to leave
for any reason, expect to start over the from the beginning.
- Interface is simplistic to a fault. There are two sliders and four icons to push. That's it.
- The instructions and objectives you're given in-game are shown once and you can't ever see them again.
- Virtually no gameplay to speak of. At best, you'll adjust one or both sliders and maybe click one or two of the buttons each
turn.
- Text is center-aligned (a huge mistake itself) and appears almost jumbled.
- The English translation is absolutely abysmal. Broken sentence structure, poor spelling, haphazard grammar, and completely
incorrect words are used all over the place. For instance, the icon to move ahead to the next day is labeled "next stroke." The
word "stroke" can mean a number of things in English, ranging from a medical condition to various physical actions, but it
certainly doesn't mean "move ahead to the next day."
- Even the achievements are lazily created: some are just letters (no, seriously, that's it) while others show misspelled or
nonsensical titles, such as "qwest" or "casarm."
- No Steam Cloud, but then again, that's not a surprise. The game needs to save something for Steam Cloud to be of any use.

VERDICT: World of Feudal (a game title that makes little sense in its own right) is, quite honestly, a horrendous game and
should never be bought by anyone. I'd refund WoF if the price weren't less than a cup of coffee.. So then, show of hands. Who
all here enjoyed them some Witcher novels? Blood of Elves, anyone? Did anyone here want to know what King Foltest, King
Vizimir, Queen Meve, Henselt, and King Demavend did in the wake of their stormy roundtable meeting?

Well, this game's story takes place from the ruler's perspective, as Queen Meve of Lyria and Rivia attempts to stabilize her
country while trying to deal with the onslaught of invading forces from Nilfgaard. For anyone that enjoyed the f2p Gwent game
from GoG, I'm sure you must be looking forward to this; I know I was.

Why then, has this review received a thumbs down from me? Because you don't bloody get to play Gwent like a card game.
Throne Breaker expects you to play it like a freaking puzzle. Remember how it was nice and simple, the side with the highest
power value wins? And later went on to revise cards to attack the cards of opponents? Well, that's still there, but not in a way
that really matters. This game only wants you to win battles by fulfilling some very specific criteria. One example that sticks out
is when Meve and her men encounter a torn up farm, where some livestock were being attacked by a cow that went rabid. So the
victory conditions are to put the mad cow down. Weird, but easy enough on paper. Well, you better put that cow down quick,
because it's surrounded by other cows on the other side of the field, and it will actually attack them each turn. If even ONE of
those cows die, you automatically lose. This thing is built like a tank, and the game expects you to win before your second turn
is up. Another example that REALLY riled me up in all the wrong ways was when I had Meve attempt to execute the mouthy
envoy from Nilfgaard. He doesn't do anything but absorb punishment, with 20 armor points on top of 4 life points. If I don't
correctly combo all my cards to do lethal damage to him in ONE TURN, his armor points will automatically reset at the
beginning of his next turn. The game does not allow me to make changes to my deck, and the match will give me the exact same
card draws for both those battles. And no, the game doesn't care if I have a higher score than my opponents at the end of each
round. Oh! And I almost forgot, Throne Breaker is very allergic to letting the player have matches that are 2 out of 3; nine times
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out of ten, it will expect you to win the entire match with one decisive round.

Those are just two of many frustrating matches I've had during the course of my time with Throne Breaker. Does the story
make up for it? Maybe, but not even at my most bored and restless hours of my life will I ever play it again. This game is tedium
personified, and a case study on awful, banal game design. This actually feels like a game the developer made for a fanbase it
genuinely hates, or at least is oozing with contempt for. I seriously expected better, CDPR. Did you set the bar so high with
Witcher 3 that you can't even surpass it? I'm already leery enough about Cyberpunk 2077 since someone had the bright idea of
putting Lady Gaga in it.. I am a huge Myst fan and I have to say I loved Haven Moon. Since Myst I have played an enormous
number of what may be called Myst clones, and Haven Moon is among the closest to recreating the original experience. The
puzzle design and artwork are very reminiscent of those of Myst. There were a couple of puzzles I grew frustrated with because
I thought I had to search a huge space of solutions, but after some patience (i.e. unlocking further areas to reveal more clues)
and more careful observation and putting stuff together in my head, I discovered that there were sufficient clues to solve them
with much less trial and error. The puzzles and exploration were fair, fun and rewarding. I played this about a year ago, and I'll
be honest, I don't remember much about the story, but I do remember loving the whole experience.. best dlc in RE history
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-Pay to Win
-Only jeeps or heavy tanks on mode TANKS
-at zombie mode only example miniguns.. Pick this game up. Regardless of how much it's discounted, even\u2014this game is
worth its full price.

Basically, Feral Fury is a game in the vein of The Binding of Isaac, Enter the Gungeon, Nuclear Throne, and similar titles. It's a
little lighter on the content than those games, but it's also cheaper. It also has a number of advantages over those games.

First and foremost, visually. Feral Fury is very well-done, with high-quality HD sprites instead of the faux-retro pixel art of
most other games in this genre. Characters and effects animate very smoothly at 60 FPS, and equipment shows on your
character.

The audio design is also very well done. Weapons are punchy and satisfying, explosions are boomy, and the music is way better
than it needed to be.

Feral Fury uses a "room-based" map layout like The Binding of Isaac, but rooms can vary dramatically in layout and shape. The
environmental graphics are really detailed and there are interactible objects all around.

One of the things I really like about Feral Fury versus BoI or Nuclear Throne is that it has persistent unlocks. That is, when you
play, you earn meta-currency, and you can spend that on unlocking items to bring on your next run. This isn't a first in Rogue-
lite games by any means, but it's pretty uncommon in this particular style of game.

There are even mini-games and at least one secondary gameplay mode (scrolling shooter sections). For a $7 game this is almost
unheard of.

Don't be put off by the "furry" elements of the game; they're not relevant to gameplay and barely relevant at all. I paid $1.40 for
Feral Fury and I wish I had got it for full price. If you like overhead-view twin-stick shooters, don't miss Feral Fury!. this pack
was great but limited in the character variety. One of the best games I've ever played
Glorious violence, melee and shooting blended to make combat intense.
Online is still alive and it will never die, just don't expect to jump in and do well
Some of us have been here a long time (note most of my hours are on xbox)

Would recommend to anyone willing to put the time in to learn the game. Bring back memories :). awesome game
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